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Eco-Departure of Connected Vehicles With V2X
Communication at Signalized Intersections
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Abstract—Eco-driving at signalized intersections has significant
potential for energy saving. In this paper, we focus on eco-
departure operations of connected vehicles equipped with an inter-
nal combustion engine and a step-gear automatic transmission. A
Bolza-type optimal control problem (OCP) is formulated to mini-
mize engine fuel consumption. Due to the discrete gear ratio, this
OCP is a nonlinear mixed-integer problem, which is challenging
to handle by most existing optimization methods. The Legendre
pseudospectral method combining the knotting technique is em-
ployed to convert it into a multistage interconnected nonlinear
programming problem, which then solves the optimal engine
torque and transmission gear position. The fuel-saving benefit of
the optimized eco-departing operation is validated by a passenger
car with a five-speed transmission. For real-time implementation,
a near-optimal departing strategy is proposed to quickly deter-
mine the behavior of the engine and transmission. When a string
of vehicles are departing from an intersection, the acceleration of
the leading vehicle(s) should be considered to control the following
vehicles. This issue is also addressed in this paper.

Index Terms—Connected vehicles, eco-departure, eco-driving,
optimal control, pseudospectral method.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONNECTED vehicle (CV) technologies are being devel-
oped to improve transportation system safety, mobility,

and sustainability [1]. CVs equipped with wireless communi-
cation devices can exchange information with adjacent vehicles
(V2V) and road infrastructures (V2I) [2], [3]. V2X (V2V, V2I,
and beyond) enables new functions such as parking assist,
remote diagnostics, infotainment, autonomous emergency brak-
ing, self-driving vehicles, and eco-driving [1].
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Eco-driving assistance/automation was estimated to have
the potential of saving 10%–20% fuel consumption, which
can translate to 750 million barrels of oil per year world-
wide [4]–[6]. In an early attempt of eco-driving assistance,
Boriboonsomsin et al. provided advices (e.g., shift gear timing
and softer accelerate) to drivers and achieved a fuel benefit
up to 24% [6]. Barth and Boriboonsomsin collected traffic
flow data (e.g., speed and density) to generate a proper target
cruising speed, which is recommended to drivers to reduce
congestion and smooth traffic flow, resulting in a 10%–20% fuel
reduction [7]. Eco-driving must take the traffic environment
into account, such as road profile, surrounding vehicles, and
traffic signals [8]. Connected vehicles make it possible to
collect and share the environmental information and are the
promising platform to realize eco-driving.

Eco-driving can be implemented in different driving situ-
ations, such as (a) free cruising on up/downhill, (b) car fol-
lowing, and (c) stop&go at signalized intersections [7]–[9]. In
the first two scenarios, using the information of road profile
and lead vehicles provided by V2X, more efficient driving
strategies can be designed to avoid inefficient engine operations
and unnecessary idling/brake, thus saving fuel [9]. Some related
work can be founded in [10]–[12]. In this paper, we focus on the
scenario (c).

Eco-driving at signalized intersections has considerable
fuel-saving potential [13]. Asadi and Vahidi observed up to 47%
fuel reduction in a simulation case [15]. The “Applications for
the Environment: Real-Time Information Synthesis (AERIS),”
which is a project supported by the U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, regards the eco-operation at intersections as one of
the most common and high potential applications. The key
focus was to avoid improper acceleration and prolonged idling
[14], [15]. This can be achieved through well-planned vehicle
speed trajectories with the following two methods: (a) global
optimization for a multi-intersection corridor; or (b) receding
finite-horizon optimization for each upcoming single signal. In
the first method, the information of traffic lights at all involved
intersections is assumed to be known, and global search meth-
ods, such as dynamic programming or shortest path algorithm,
are applied to compute the vehicle speed profile. Examples
can be found in [8] and [14]. For the second approach, with
adopting the state of the traffic light at a single intersection,
receding horizon predictive controllers are designed to schedule
the optimal velocity profile for minimizing fuel consumption or
traveling time. Related works can be found in [15] and [16].

Instead of the aforementioned two approaches, we focus
on a computationally inexpensive and easy-to-implement strat-
egy that has clear operating rules. The strategy is divided
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into two stages: eco-approach and eco-departure. In the eco-
approach stage, parameters such as vehicle speed, distance
to the intersection, and traffic signal phase are considered
to decide to accelerate, coast, or decelerate [12], [17], [18].
Most existing works studied eco-approach, and eco-departure
needs to be strengthened. This paper concentrates on the fuel-
optimal departing operation for connected vehicles with step-
gear transmission. The results can be used to guide drivers and
automatic control systems to select proper acceleration profiles
and transmission gear shifting points to restore vehicle speed
after the stop or coasting down in the approaching stage while
achieving minimum fuel consumption.

The contributions of this paper include the following:

a) We studied the fuel-optimal departing operation of con-
nected vehicles, including the behaviors of the engine and
transmission. The studied vehicle comes equipped with
an internal combustion engine (ICE) and an automatic
mechanical transmission (AMT). To quantitatively obtain
the optimal operation of the engine and transmission, we
formulate a Bolza-type optimal control problem (OCP)
to minimize the engine fuel consumption. Due to the
discrete nature of the transmission gear ratio, the OCP
is a nonlinear mixed-integer control problem [19]. We
employ the Legendre pseudospectral method combined
with the knotting technique to solve this problem.

b) We proposed a near-optimal speed-based strategy that is
suitable for real-time implementation. This strategy can
determine the acceleration (or engine torque) profile, gear
positions, and gear shifting points very quickly, with only
slightly deteriorated fuel saving as compared with the
original nonlinear numerical optimization.

c) Considering the constraints arising from the front ve-
hicles, a control rule combining the safety-guaranteed
car-following model and the fuel-prioritized departing
operation is also proposed for multivehicle scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the fuel-optimal eco-departure problem, Section III
presents the method for solving the problem; Section IV ana-
lyzes the optimization results, Section V designs the near-
optimal eco-departure strategy for the first vehicle departing
from an intersection, Section VI presents the eco-departure
strategy for the impeded following vehicles, and Section VII
concludes this paper.

II. ECO-DEPARTING PROBLEM STATEMENT

By using the V2X technologies, information such as traffic
signal phasing can be collected and shared to achieve better
fuel economy, as shown in Fig. 1. Eco-approaching strategies
can minimize stopping or idling time, and avoid unnecessary
acceleration, by manipulating vehicle speed trajectory. How-
ever, stopping at a signal may be unavoidable in some cases.
After a stop, eco-departure maneuvers can be executed. The
first vehicle can freely depart without a lead vehicle impeding
its motion, while all the following vehicles must consider their
lead vehicles, which might end up impeding their motions. In
solving all these optimal departing problems, we assume that
vehicle motion data are collected and shared through V2V.

Fig. 1. Eco-departure problem at a signalized intersection.

The goal of this paper is to obtain the fuel-optimal eco-
departure strategies for both the free (first vehicle) and con-
strained (all subsequent) vehicles. The optimal operation of the
free vehicle is solved first, which also becomes the founda-
tion for the constrained vehicles. Therefore, in Sections II–V,
we focus on studying the problem for the free vehicle. The
control rule for the constrained vehicles is then presented in
Section VI.

The studied vehicle uses a 2.0-L engine, a 5-speed AMT, and
a wet clutch. Since the objective is to maximize fuel economy,
we formulate an OCP, with engine torque and transmission
gear as the control inputs, as shown in Fig. 1. The initial
speed v0 is known (zero or higher). The terminal speed vf > v0
is suggested by road infrastructures, which can collect traffic
flow data to estimate a proper vf and then transfer it to the
connected vehicle by V2R communication. For multiple vehi-
cles, these necessary data, such as vehicle speed, acceleration,
and location, are exchanged by V2V communication. In the
following, the performance index and vehicle dynamics of the
eco-departing OCP are presented.

A. Equivalent Fuel Consumption Index

In the departing scenario, total fuel consumption from point
S to E in Fig. 1 is defined as

JSE =

tf∫
0

Fe(Te, we)dt (1)

where tf is the final time; and Te, we, and Fe(·) are the engine
torque, speed, and fuel injection rate, respectively.
JSE cannot be used alone to measure the fuel economy of

different departing strategies, owing to the fact that the travel
distance may vary substantially among different strategies.
To have a fair comparison, the vehicle is made to run to a
same virtual destination, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The vehicle is
assumed to accelerate from point S to E first and then cruise to
the virtual destination (i.e., point D) at speed vf .

The fuel consumption of cruising from point E to D is called
virtual fuel consumption JED, which is defined as

JED =
sSD − sSE

vf
FC(vf) (2a)
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Fig. 2. Explanation of the performance index. (a) Concept of equivalent fuel
consumption index. (b) Coefficient ks and fuel rate at various velocities.

where sSD/sSE is the distance of section SD/SE, FC(vf) is
the engine fuel rate cruising at speed vf . In a particular de-
parting task, sSD, vf , and FC(vf) are constant; thus, the term
sSDFC(vf)/vf is constant for different strategies and can be
omitted in the optimization. Therefore, (2a) is simplified as

JED = −kssSE, ks =
FC(vf)

vf
(2b)

where ks is called the correction coefficient of distance, as
shown in Fig. 2(b).

A performance index called equivalent fuel consumption J
is then proposed, i.e.,

J = JED + JSE = −kssSE +

tf∫
0

Fe(Te, we)dt. (3)

The engine tested fuel map proved by a motor company is
adopted and fitted by a 2-D fourth-order polynomial to obtain
engine fuel rate Fe, i.e.,

Fe(Te, we) =

4∑
i=0

i∑
j=0

kF ,1+j+Σi
0n
T i−j
e wj

e (4)

where kF ,# are the fitting coefficients. The engine brake-
specific fuel consumption (BSFC) is shown in Fig. 3, along with
the sweet spot and maximum torque Tmax. The Efficient Line,
i.e., collection of the most efficient points for varying engine
speeds, is also highlighted in Fig. 3.

The steady-state engine map does not accurately predict the
fuel consumption in dynamic driving. The transient dynamics
can cause wall wetting and reduction in volumetric efficiency,
thus reducing actual output torque compared to the statically

Fig. 3. Engine BSFC.

calibrated engine test data. A correction term related to the
derivative of engine speed is adopted here [21] as follows:

Ted = Te

(
1 − γd

dwe

dt

)
(5)

where γd is the correction coefficient, and Ted is the dynamic
effective engine torque.

B. Vehicle Longitudinal Dynamics

The following assumptions are made.

1) The high-order dynamics of small rotating parts such as
the flywheel and clutch are ignored.

2) The gear shifting is executed instantaneously, and the
clutch slip is neglected.

In an eco-departure process, the vehicle distance s, velocity
v, and acceleration a satisfy

ṡ = v

v̇ = a. (6)

Based on the force balance equation [20], one obtains

i0ηT
rw

igTed = δigMv̇ + kav
2 + kf (7)

where ig and i0 are the gear ratio of the transmission and final
gears, respectively; rw is the tire effective radius; ηT is the total
efficiency of the driveline; δig is the lumped rotational inertial
coefficient; ka = 0.5CDρaAv, and kf = Mgf are related to
the aerodynamic drag force and rolling resistance; CD is the
aerodynamic drag coefficient; ρa is the air density, Av is the
frontal area of the vehicle; f is the rolling resistance coefficient;
M and g represent the vehicle mass and gravity constant.

The engine speed we (in revolutions per minute) and vehicle
speed v(m/s) are governed by the following relationship:

we = kwvig, kw =
30
πrw

(8)

where kw is the lumped coefficient.
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TABLE I
KEY PARAMETERS OF VEHICLE DYNAMICS

At a particular gear position, the gear ratio is fixed; thus, (5)
is simplified to

Ted = Te(1 − γdkwigv̇). (9)

Combining (6), (7), and (9), the vehicle longitudinal motion
equations are expressed as follows:

ṡ = v

v̇ =
igi0ηTTe/rw − kav

2 − kf
δigM + i0ηTγdkwi2gTe/rw

. (10)

Inequality constraints of the system include the following: (a)
physical limits of the powertrain, (b) ride comfort, and (c) road
friction limit. The first one includes the engine speed, engine
torque, and transmission gear ratio, i.e.,

wmin ≤ we ≤ wmax

0 < Te ≤ Tmax(we)

ig ∈ {ig1, ig2, ig3, ig4, ig5}. (11)

The second one limits the vehicle acceleration in departing as
follows:

amin ≤ a ≤ amax. (12)

Finally, the road friction limit

i0ηT
2Fzrw

igTe ≤ λmax (13)

where Fz is the load of a single driving wheel ignoring the mass
transfer during accelerating, and λmax is the maximum road
friction coefficient.

Except for the engine model introduced in Section II-A, the
other parameters are listed in Table I.

C. Eco-Departing Control Problem

The resulting fuel-optimal departing problem is stated as
follows:

min J = −ks(vf)sf +

tf∫
0

Fe(Te, we)dt

subject to

ṡ = v

v̇ =
igi0ηTTe/rw − kav

2 − kf
δigM + i0ηTγdkwi2gTe/rw

amin ≤ v̇ ≤ amax

igTe ≤ 2λmaxFzrw/(i0ηT)

wmin ≤ we ≤ wmax

0 < Te ≤ Tmax(we)

ig ∈ {ig1, ig2, ig3, ig4, ig5}. (14)

The states are the distance s and velocity v, denoted by x =
(s, v)T. The control inputs include the engine torque Te and
gear ratio ig, denoted by u = (Te, ig)

T. Due to the discon-
tinuity of the control input ig and strong nonlinearity in the
dynamics, the resulting nonlinear mixed-integer problem is
challenging to solve. To address this problem, we employ the
Legendre pseudospectral method and knotting technique to
convert it into a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem for
more accurate numerical calculation.

III. LEGENDRE PSEUDOSPECTRAL METHOD AND

KNOTTING TECHNIQUE

The Legendre pseudospectral method (LPM) is a global
collocation method for solving smooth OCPs [22]–[24]. Its
fundamental is to discretize the OCP at orthogonal collocation
points, then use global rather than local interpolating polyno-
mials to approximate the states and control inputs, and convert
the OCP into an associated NLP. Compared to the conventional
methods (e.g., shooting method), LPM has better accuracy
and convergence speed [22]. It should be noted that LPM is
highly accurate only for smooth problems [23]; thus, it cannot
handle the nonsmooth eco-departing problem shown in (14). To
conquer the discontinuity, we apply the knotting technique with
the prior knowledge of gear shifting to convert this problem.

In the departing process, i.e., accelerating to a higher given
speed, the operation of the AMT follows these principles.

1) The AMT sequentially upshifts from a lower gear posi-
tion to a higher one.

2) At the beginning of departing, “kick-down” is allowed,
i.e., the AMT can instantaneously shift down to a lower
gear position.

With the aforementioned rules, the nonsmooth problem is
converted into several smooth subproblems; each of them
corresponds to a gear position [23]. To ensure continuity of
states (e.g., vehicle speed and distance), constraints are added
between the consecutive stages to link the local trajectories
[23]. The optimal results, such as engine torque, transmission
gears, and shifting points, are obtained by the simultaneous
optimization of the local NLPs. This technique can avoid
accuracy loss compared with using one finite-order polynomial
to approximate a nonsmooth trajectory.
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To implement the knotting technique, we first determine the
initial gear igs and final gear igf . The admissible minimum
and maximum gear ratios for a given speed v are denoted
by ig,min(v) and ig,max(v), respectively. Since the optimal igs
and igf are unknown, we set the initial (final) gear to be the
admissible minimum (maximum) gear, i.e.,

igs = ig,min(v0)

igf = ig,max(vf). (15)

The OCP is then divided into Q phases, where Q equals to
the number of involved gears. The initial time, (Q− 1) break
points, and final time are denoted by T0, T1, T2, . . . , TQ−1, TQ,
respectively. The time gaps between two sequential break
points are forced to satisfy

Tq − Tq−1 ≥ δt (16)

where q = 1, 2, . . . , Q, δt is a scalar and set to 0.25 s, here. If
the duration at a specific gear equals to δt, the gear is actually
skipped, which indicates that this optimization framework al-
lows “skip-shift.” The process of converting the eco-departure
problem (14) by the LPM and knotting technique is stated as
follows.

a) Conversion of time intervals: The time interval
[Tq−1, Tq] is transformed into a canonical interval [−1,1] by

τ =
2t− (Tq + Tq−1)

Tq − Tq−1
, τ ∈ [−1, 1]. (17)

b) Collocation points and approximation: The LPM uses
Legendre–Gauss–Lobatto collocation points. They are the roots
of the derivative of the N th-order Legendre polynomial and two
end points −1 and 1. The collocation points at the qth phase are
denoted by τq,i, where i = 0, 1, . . . , Nq . Thus, the states s and
v are discretized as

Xq =

[
Sq,0 Sq,1 · · · Sq,Nq

Vq,0 Vq,1 · · · Vq,Nq

]
. (18)

The engine torque Te is discretized to Tq,i in the same
way. Note that only the discretized states and control inputs
are optimized; the dynamic xq(τ) and Te(τ) are obtained by
Lagrange interpolation at collocations points, i.e.,

xq(τ) ≈
Nq∑
i=0

Lq,i(τ)Xq,i

Te(τ) ≈
Nq∑
i=0

Lq,i(τ)Tq,i (19)

where Lq,i(τ) are the Lagrange basis polynomials.
c) Conversion of vehicle dynamics: The state derivatives

can be calculated from

ẋq(τq,k) =

Nq∑
i=0

L̇q,i(τq,k)Xq,i =

Nq∑
i=0

Dq
kiXq,i (20)

where k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Nq , and Dq is the differentiation matrix
with explicit expression [24].

Then, the vehicle dynamics (10) are converted to a series of
equality constraints at the collocation points as follows:

Nq∑
i=0

Dq
kiSq,i = ΔTqVq,k

Nq∑
i=0

Dq
kiVq,i = ΔTq

igqi0ηTTq,k/rw − kaV
2
q,k − kf

δigqM + i0ηTγdkwi2gqTq,k/rw
(21)

where ΔTq = (Tq − Tq−1)/2, and igq denotes the gear ratio in
the qth phase.

d) Conversion of performance index: The integration
part of the cost function is numerically calculated by the
Gaussian–Lobatto quadrature. Then, the Bolza-type cost func-
tion is converted as follows:

J = −ksSQ,NQ
+

Q∑
q=1

ΔTq

Nq∑
i=0

wq,iFe(Tq,i,Wq,i) (22)

where Wq,i is the discretized engine speed, and wq,i is the
weighting coefficient of the Gaussian–Lobatto quadrature [24].

e) Connection constraints: To ensure the continuity of s
and v, the following connection constraints are added:

Sq′,Nq′ − Sq′+1,0 = 0

Vq′,Nq′ − Vq′+1,0 = 0 (23)

where q′ = 1, 2, . . . , Q− 1.
After the aforementioned steps, the fuel-optimal eco-

departure problem (14) is converted into the following NLP
problem:

J = −ksSQ,NQ
+

Q∑
q=1

ΔTq

Nq∑
i=0

wq,iFe(Tq,i,Wq,i)

subject to
Nq∑
i=0

Dq
kiSq,i = ΔTqVq,k

Nq∑
i=0

Dq
kiVq,i = ΔTq

igqi0ηTTq,k/rw − kaV
2
q,k − kf

δigqM + i0ηTγdkwi2gqTq,k/rw

0 = Sq′,Nq′ − Sq′+1,0

0 = Vq′,Nq′ − Vq′+1,0

amin ≤ 1
Δq

Nq∑
i=0

Dq
kiVq,i ≤ amax

igqTq,k ≤ 2λmaxFzrw
(i0ηT)

wmin ≤ Wq,k ≤ wmax

0 < Tq,k ≤ Tmax(Wq,i)

δt ≤ Tq − Tq−1

ig ∈ {ig1, ig2, ig3, ig4, ig5} (24)

where k, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Nq; q = 1, 2, . . . , Q; and q′ = 1,
2, . . . , Q− 1. The variables to be optimized include travel dis-
tance Sq,k, vehicle speed Vq,k, engine torque Tq,k, gear shifting
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TABLE II
DEPARTING TASKS WITH CONSTRAINTS

points T1, T2, . . . , TQ−1, and final time TQ. This resulting NLP
is essentially a high-dimensional sparse optimization problem
and can be solved by the sequential quadratic programming
algorithm [25].

IV. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS AND ANALYSES

A. Optimization of the Eco-Departure Operation

To understand the eco-departure operation, a typical sce-
nario, i.e., departing from standstill to the economy cruising
speed, is studied. Three tasks with different constraints, which
are called “Nominal,” “Comfort,” and “Low friction,” are set in
Table II. The task “Nominal” is a baseline; “Comfort” limits the
maximum acceleration to 0.5 m/s2 to ensure ride comfort; and
the “Low friction” case assumes that the road is icy. The initial
and final gears are set to I and V based on (15). To avoid the
complex start-up phase of a vehicle with ICE, the initial speed
is set to 2.5 m/s rather than zero.

The number of collocation points in each phase is set to
10. The optimal vehicle speed, acceleration, utilized friction,
engine operating points, and cumulative fuel consumption of
the three tasks are shown in Fig. 4; the gear shifting points are
marked by diamond-dots.

In the “Nominal” case, the five transmission gears are se-
quentially used, and skip-shift does not happen; the higher
the gear position, the smaller the acceleration, as shown in
Fig. 4(b). This varying optimal acceleration allows the engine
to operate efficiently, as shown in Fig. 4(e). The engine torque
is around 70%–85% of the maximum torque, and the engine
speed is in the range of 1200–3000 r/min.

In the “Comfort” case, due to the constraint on maximum
acceleration, the accelerations used in gears I to III deviate
from the optimum and are limited to 0.5 m/s2 in Fig. 4(b). This
forced the engine to operate inefficiently, as shown in Fig. 4(e),
thus leading to 8.4% higher fuel consumption compared to the
“Nominal” case.

In the “Low friction” case, to avoid slippage on the icy
road, the accelerations at gears I and II also deviate from the
optimum, with the utilized friction approaching the road limit,
as shown in Fig. 4(c). However, this constraint on λmax has
a weaker effect on fuel economy; the velocity trajectory and
engine operating points are much closer to the optimum than
that of the “Comfort” case, resulting in only 1.6% more fuel
consumption.

The aforementioned optimization results indicate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method for eco-departure. However,
this method is applicable for offline calculation only. The
computing time is on the order of seconds to tens of seconds,
depending on the number of collocation points, initial values,

and complexity (e.g., constraints) of the problem. For real-time
implementation, a practical near-optimal departing strategy is
proposed in Section V.

B. Effect of the Final Speed

Depending on the traffic status, the final departing velocity
can vary in a large range. To understand its effect on the de-
parting operation, three cases with different final speeds, which
are denoted as “Low,” “Medium,” and “High” in Table III, are
studied.

Due to the different final speeds, the values of the correction
coefficient ks are 0.0701, 0.0648, and 0.0706 g/m, respectively.
The optimization results of these three cases are shown in
Fig. 5. We can see that the optimal gears, shifting points,
and accelerations are distinct; in the “Medium” case, a higher
acceleration and delayed shift compared to the “High” case
are used. The optimal acceleration and gear shifting points
depend on both the current speed and the final speed, making it
challenging to determine proper acceleration profiles and gear
positions promptly. This issue is addressed by the near-optimal
strategy to be presented in the following.

C. Kick-Down Strategy

Kick-down strategy means that the transmission can instan-
taneously downshift to a lower gear, which enables better accel-
eration. Imagine that a vehicle coasted down to the intersection
and is departing when the traffic light turns green; to decrease
the engine drag torque in the coasting stage, the transmission
was in a high gear position. In the departing stage, the vehicle
can accelerate using the high gear directly or kick down to
a lower gear first. The studied cases are set in Table IV; the
initial gears are III and I, respectively, where gear I is used by
the kick-down operation. The optimal gear-shifting operation,
acceleration trajectories, and engine operating points of the two
cases are shown in Fig. 6.

In the case of “w/ kick-down,” gear I lasts only 0.25 s,
indicating that skip-shift happens, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The
equivalent fuel consumption of “w/ kick-down” and “w/o kick-
down” is 10.56 and 11.34 g, respectively; thus, the former
achieves a better fuel economy with 6.88% fuel savings. This
result can be explained by Fig. 6(b). When v ∈ [7, 12.2] m/s,
gear III is used in the “w/o kick-down” case, and the engine
operates at an inefficient area, marked by the triangles. If
“kick-down” is taken, gears I and II are used; lower gears I and
II can move these inefficient engine operating points to a more
efficient area, marked by the circles. In fact, we argue that the
kick-down strategy always leads to large search space and, thus,
better fuel economy than the strategy of “without kick-down.”

In reality, some drivers who drive a vehicle with traditional
manual transmission, or tiptronic transmission, may be re-
luctant to downshift before departing, which even makes the
engine operate at its physical limits and thus leads to severe
vibrations. The aforementioned results can inspire them to
select a proper operation on transmission if the initial gear is
in the wrong position.
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Fig. 4. Optimization results of “Nominal,” “Comfort,” and “Low friction.” (a) Vehicle velocity. (b) Vehicle acceleration. (c) Utilized road friction. (d) Engine
operating points. (e) Cumulative fuel consumption.

TABLE III
DEPARTING TASKS WITH DIFFERENT FINAL SPEEDS

Fig. 5. Vehicle acceleration profiles of “Low,” “Medium,” and “High” cases.

D. Fuel-Saving Potential of the Optimized Strategy

To illustrate the fuel-saving potential of the optimization-
based strategies, we compare the optimized eco-departing oper-

TABLE IV
DEPARTING TASKS WITH KICK-DOWN STRATEGY

ation of the case “Nominal” in Section IV-A with the following
departing strategies:

1) departing with the engine always operating on the effi-
cient line (see Fig. 3), denoted by SEL;

2) departing with maximum acceleration, denoted by Smax.
The optimal control is also solved by the proposed
method using the following performance index in
problem (14):

min J = tf ; (25)

3) departing with fixed acceleration 0.2, 0.8, and 1.5 m/s2,
denoted by S0.2, S0.8, and S1.5, respectively. They stand
for mild, medium, and aggressive departing.

The acceleration trajectories of the six strategies are shown
in Fig. 7, and their key performance indexes, including the
duration, distance, and fuel consumption, are listed in Table V.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of departing operation with and without kick-down strate-
gies. (a) Vehicle acceleration and the operation of transmission. (b) Engine
operating points when ν ∈ [7, 12.2] m/s.

Fig. 7. Acceleration profiles of the six departing strategies.

TABLE V
KEY PERFORMANCE INDEXES OF THE SIX STRATEGIES

In Table V, it is clear that the departing distance varies
significantly. The strategy Smax consumes almost the same
amount of fuel as the “Nominal” case but travels a much
shorter distance. The distance gap (452 m) actually needs 29.5 g
more fuel to cruise. This result indicates that using total fuel
JSE only is not appropriate to evaluate the fuel economy of
various operations, and the virtual fuel JED should be adopted
to decrease the effects of traveling distance.

In terms of fuel economy, the two aggressive departing
strategies Smax and S1.5 perform worst, consuming 78.4%
and 38.7% more fuel compared to the “Nominal” case; the
mild departing operation S0.2 also consumes 29.8% more fuel;
while the medium operation S0.8 only consumes 8.4% more.
Comparing the strategy SEL with “Nominal,” the former is
close to the optimum but still consumes 4.7% more fuel, which
confirms that, while the engine efficiency is important, an
engine-centric algorithm such as BSFC alone does not achieve
best fuel economy; other factors such as engine dynamics and
aerodynamic drag also play a role.

V. NEAR-OPTIMAL STRATEGY FOR

REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION

As previously mentioned, the optimization method is effec-
tive to find the optimal eco-departure operation, but its heavy
computation load makes it undesirable for real-time implemen-
tation. In this section, a near-optimal strategy that is easier for
real-time implementation is proposed.

To be concise, we first assume that only one gear will be
used for eco-departure. The problem (14) has fixed initial states
(s0, v0), free final distance sf , free final time tf , and fixed final
speed vf . We first convert this time-based problem into a speed-
based problem (26), i.e.,

min J = −ks(vf)sf +

vf∫
v0

Fe(Te, we)

g(Te, v)
dv

subject to
ds

dv
=

v

g(Te, v)

g(Te, v) = v̇

=
igi0ηTTe/rw − kav

2 − kf
δigM + i0ηTγdkwi2gTe/rw

. (26)

Its Hamiltonian is given by

H =
Fe(Te, we)

g(Te, v)
+ λ

v

g(Te, v)
(27)

where λ is the costate. Thus, we can obtain the necessary
conditions of optimality, i.e.,

∂H

∂Te
=

∂

∂Te

(
Fe(Te, we)

g(Te, v)

)
+ λ

∂

∂Te

(
v

g(Te, v)

)
= 0 (28)

λ̇(t) = 0 (29)

with boundary conditions

λ(tf) = −ks(vf)

v(tf) = vf . (30)

It is clear that the costate λ(t) ≡ −ks(vf). Combining it
with (28), the optimal engine torque T ∗

e (v) is a function of the
vehicle speed v and final speed vf , i.e.,

T ∗
e (v) = h (v, ks(vf)) (31)

where h is the function to be determined. Equation (31) shows
the fact that the optimal engine torque depends on both vehicle
speed v and final speed vf . Namely, in different departing tasks,
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the optimal acceleration and gear position at a specific speed
depend on the final speed vf , which increases the difficulty to
determine a proper departing operation.

As a simplification, we set ks(vf) to be constant for all
departing tasks. Then, λ becomes a constant, and T ∗

e (v) is the
function of vehicle speed only as follows:

T ∗
e (v) = h̃(v). (32)

This result means that the optimal departing operation is in-
dependent of the final speed and is solely determined by the
current vehicle speed. With this simplification, a suboptimal
algorithm will be derived in the following.

We fixed ks(vf) at a constant value ks(veco), where veco is
the economical cruising speed and then solve the following
equation:

∂H

∂Te
=

1
g2

(
∂Fe

∂Te
g −Fe

∂}
∂Te

− λv
∂g

∂Te

)
= 0. (33)

When the vehicle accelerate from v to v +Δv, the equivalent
fuel consumption is given by

min
Te

ΔJ = Δv
−ks(veco)v + Fe(Te, we)

a
. (34)

The goal of (34) is to find the optimal engine torque to min-
imize the equivalent fuel consumption EΔ per unit velocity
increment, which is defined as

min
Te

EΔ = lim
Δv→0

ΔJ

Δv

=
−ks(veco)v + Fe(Te, we)

g(Te, v)
. (35)

By setting ks(vf) to ks(veco), the problem in (35) equals to the
problem (26) with

∂EΔ

∂Te
=

∂H

∂Te
. (36)

In this 1-D optimization problem (35), the optimal engine
torque T ∗

e can be solved by methods such as steepest descent.
When gear shifting is involved, the optimal gear i∗g should be

selected to minimize EΔ, i.e.,

i∗g(v) = argmin
ig

{EΔ (T ∗
e (v, ig), ig)} . (37)

The optimal EΔ and corresponding acceleration of each gear
at various speeds are shown in Fig. 8(a). The four intersections
of EΔ are thus the upshifting points.

Fig. 8 shows the mapping between vehicle speed and opti-
mal acceleration/gear position. Namely, it presents a new shift
scheduling for accelerating scenarios, which has the potential
to improve the calibrated gear-shift scheduling. Automated
vehicles can look up this map to determine the acceleration
level, gear positions, and gear shifting points. For example, to
economically depart from 10 to 20 m/s, gears II, III, and IV are
sequentially used, and upshift happens at 12.7 and 18.2 m/s.
In application, automated vehicles can directly send the
torque/gear-position command to engine/transmission to imple-
ment this strategy.

The fuel-consumption increment of this simplified strategy
compared with the optimal result is shown in Fig. 8(b). The
increment is less than 0.4% when vf ≤ 30 m/s, which covers

Fig. 8. Near-optimal strategy for online implementation. (a) Optimal EΔ and
optimal acceleration at each gear. (b) Fuel increment (%) of the near-optimal
strategy as compared to the optimum.

most departing tasks in real transportation flow. Due to the
slightly deteriorated fuel economy and low computing load, this
strategy is suitable for online implementation.

VI. ECO-DEPARTURE FOR MULTIPLE VEHICLES

When multiple vehicles are launching from the same sig-
nalized intersection, the first vehicle can apply the economical
strategy discussed earlier to depart, while the other vehicles
must consider the lead vehicle and their launching might be
impeded. Here, we adopt the Gipps car-following model to es-
timate the maximum safe acceleration as,n for vehicles behind
a lead vehicle [26], i.e.,

as,n(t) =
vn(t+ τ)− vn(t)

τ

vn(t+ τ) = bnτ +

[
b2nτ

2 − 2bn(xn−1 − xn −Ds)

+ bnvn(t)τ +
bnv

2
n−1

bn−1

]0.5
(38)

where vn, xn, and bn is the speed, location, and expected
braking deceleration of vehicle n; τ is the reaction time; Ds is
the safe distance of two adjacent vehicles, including the vehicle
length. The vehicle information, such as vehicle speed and lo-
cation, can be exchanged by V2V. Combining as,n and the eco-
nomical acceleration aeco,n, the applied acceleration is given by

an(t) = min(aeco,n, as,n). (39)
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Fig. 9. Eco-departing operation of the platoon with three vehicles. (a) Head-
way profiles. (b) Vehicle speed profiles. (c) Applied acceleration of the third
vehicle.

In the following example, a platoon with three vehicles is
considered. The powertrains of the three vehicles are assumed
to be the same. The parameters are set as τ = 0.55 s, Ds =
7.5 m, and b# = −2 m/s2. The final speed is 15 m/s. The initial
headways are intentionally set to 1 and 30 m to simulate uneven
urban driving. The profiles of the headway, acceleration, and
speed are shown in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 9(a), the headway of the second vehicle becomes
larger as the vehicle speed increases. Since the initial gap is
small, the start-up of the second vehicle delays 1.07 s first, and
then, it follows the economical acceleration profile to depart, as
shown in Fig. 9(b). The third vehicle has a large initial headway
and can accelerate without being unimpeded initially, as shown
in Fig. 9(c). When it closes to the second vehicle, it utilizes
a lower safe acceleration to avoid collision risk. The applied
acceleration actually deviates from the economical acceleration
and thus may lead to a worse fuel economy. The equivalent
fuel consumptions of the three vehicles are 14.94, 14.98, and
15.28 g, meaning that the second vehicle with a short delay
achieved a similar fuel economy with the first vehicle, while the

third vehicle consumed 2.3% more fuel due to the impediment
of its front vehicle, even if it has a large initial headway.

The aforementioned results also indicate the limitation of
this strategy, i.e., the lack of prediction and synthesized opti-
mization, which means that it cannot ensure the optimality of
all vehicles. However, this strategy is practical and reasonable
for automated vehicles because it does not need online time-
costly optimization and prediction of leading vehicles’ trajec-
tory, particularly in the early intelligent transportation systems
where automated and unpredictable human-driven vehicles are
coexistent.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper studied the fuel-optimal departing operation of
connected vehicles at signalized intersections. A Bolza-type
OCP with the goal of maximizing fuel economy was for-
mulated. The Legendre pseudospectral method and knotting
technique was used to solve the optimization problem.

It is found that 1) the fuel-optimal acceleration does not
simply operate the engine on its BSFC line and, instead,
must be optimized to maximize the overall system efficiency;
2) at the beginning of eco-departure, the “kick-down” strategy
could result in better fuel performance; 3) a near-optimal eco-
departure strategy can be (and was) developed to very fast
determine the acceleration profile, gear positions, and gear
shifting points with increasing fuel consumption slightly; 4) the
eco-departure issue of being impeded by lead vehicles can be
addressed by combining a safety-bounded car-following model
and the proposed eco-departing strategy.

Generally, eco-driving has the potential to save fuel for
connected vehicles, but its realization requires accurate control
of the engine and transmission, which can be executed more
accurately by automatic control systems and less so by human
drivers. It is worth noting that other factors, such as road slope,
also impact the implementation of eco-driving, which were not
considered in this paper.
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